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Abstract 
In designing parallel languages, the concern for 
defining a simple virtual machine must be balanced 
against the need to efficiently map a program on 
a specific architecture. UC addresses this problem 
by separating the programming task from efficiency 
considerations. UC programs are designed using a 
small set of constructs that include reduction, par- 
allel assignment and fixed-point computation. The 
language also provides a map section that may op- 
tionally be used by a programmer to specify data 
mappings for the program. This paper describes the 
UC constructs and their current implementation on 
the Connection Machine. It also presents measure- 
ments of the compiler for simple benchmarks. 
1 Introduction 
The cost of developing (parallel) programs may be divided 
into two components: software life-cycle costs and program 
execution costs. The former is determined by the effort re- 
quired to design, code, verify, test and maintain a program as 
well as the indirect costs of porting a program among differ- 
ent machines. Execution costs are determined entirely by the 
resources (memory, CPU cycles, elapsed time . . . ) consumed 
during the execution of the program on a specific machine. 
Henceforth we will use the terms program and architecture to 
mean a parallel program and a parallel architecture respec- 
tively. Life cycle costs are lower for languages that present 
a simple virtual machine to a programmer, in which archi- 
tectural details are abstracted. In contrast, execution costs 
may be optimized by exploiting the interconnection topol- 
ogy and other architectural features of a parallel processor 
to reduce communication and synchronization costs. Ignor- 
ing architectural considerations in the program typically en- 
tails a performance penalty. The challenge is to design a 
programming environment in which simplicity of the virtual 
machine may be maintained, while allowing efficiency issues 
to be addressed separately. 
In this paper, we describe our approach to parallel pro- 
gram design embodied in a language called UC. The project 
was motivated by a desire to design a language that had the 
simplicity of UNITY[4] and could be implemented as effi- 
ciently as existing parallel languages. A UC program clearly 
separates efficiency concerns from programming issues. The 
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programming task is concerned with describing an algorithm 
in an abstract, high-level language. The efficiency concerns 
are addressed by indicating how the program data-space is 
to be mapped on a specific architecture. Separating these 
tasks allows a programmer to initially develop a correct pro- 
totype rapidly and follow this by incremental refinements to 
improve program efficiency. 
Rapid program design is facilitated in UC by the use 
of constructs that permit program development at a higher 
level of abstraction than provided by most imperative lan- 
guages. These include reduction, parallel assignments, fixed- 
point computation and non-deterministic selection. A pro- 
grammer may omit the specification of data mappings in the 
program, further reducing the effort expended in developing 
a correct prototype. The compiler uses simple heuristics to 
generate default data mappings. However, for some applica- 
tions, the execution efficiency of a program can be improved 
considerably by changing the data mapping such that fre- 
quently occurring communication patterns are implemented 
efficiently on the specific architecture. For instance, an oper- 
ation that involves accessing only local memory is executed 
faster than one that involves remote access. Consider a pro- 
gram that uses two arrays al,,, and b,," such that the primary 
operation in the program manipulates b[k][i] as a function of 
a [ 4 ,  for a given k and all i. The efficiency of this program 
may be improved by mapping the program data such that 
vector a is stored on the same set of processors as the kth 
row of b. In most languages, data mappings are modified by 
using language constructs that were defined to transfer data 
among remote processors (assignment statements involving 
remote data, message transmissions, . . . ). However, such 
a modification directly affects the program logic and may 
require that the program be tested and debugged all over 
again. Also, the algorithmic dependence of the data is lost 
in the program and must be documented separately, making 
the program harder to maintain. 
UC provides a set of well-defined mapping constructs that 
allow a programmer to optionally override the default map- 
pings generated by the compiler. The mappings allow a pro- 
grammer to manipulate an array in a variety of ways includ- 
ing changes in its shape and size. The data mappings are 
specified in a separate section of the program, and do not 
directly alter the program logic. As such changing the data 
mappings does not affect the correctness of a UC program. 
This paper describes the UC language and its implemen- 
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tation on the Connection Machine using compiler generated 
mappings. Issues related to programmer-specified mappings 
are addressed briefly. A complete description on the specifi- 
cation, implementation and effectiveness of data mappings 
may be found in [2]. The next section describes related 
work. Section 3 describes the UC language. Section 4 briefly 
discusses transparent optimizations and user-specified map- 
pings for UC programs. Section 5 describes the current im- 
plementation. A prototype compiler for UC has been devel- 
oped that translates UC programs to C*, a C-based language 
that was designed for the Connection Machine. The section 
presents measurements on some sample programs written in 
UC and C*. 
2 Related Work 
A large number of parallel languages and notations have been 
designed within the imperative paradigm. Gehani[7] con- 
tains a collection of papers describing some of these efforts. 
Many langupges are tailored to a particular parallel archi- 
tecture, as is the case with C*[16] or CM Fortran[l3] for 
the Connection Machine[S] and Cedar Fortran for the Cedar 
multiprocessor[lO]. Other languages have been devised for a 
family of architectures: Ada[l8], Linda[8] and Cosmic C[17] 
are good examples of languages for MIMD architectures. A 
few have attempted to bridge the gap across significantly dif- 
ferent architectures: for instance languages like PASM C[11] 
and Refined C[5] were designed for implementation on both 
SIMD and MIMD computers. These efforts represent a large 
and significant body of research that has considerably ad- 
vanced the state of art of parallel programming. Their major 
drawback lies in the amount of effort that must be devoted 
to efficient partitioning of data and synchronizing access to 
shared data, be it through message-passing, shared mem- 
ory or other methods. The UC approach to program design 
encourages an initial program design where the mapping is 
left unspecified and is generated automatically by the com- 
piler. Subsequently, a programmer may specify the mapping 
to improve the program efficiency. 
UC shares a few characteristics with earlier language de- 
sign efforts like Actus[lS], SETL[6] and C*[16]. Actus is a 
Pascal-like language that was designed to program both vec- 
tor and array processors. Parallel operations are provided 
via parallel arrays and index sets. A parallel array declares 
one of its dimensions to be parallel to indicate that the el- 
ements along that dimension may be manipulated simulta- 
neously. An index set is a dta type used to declare a set of 
integers. A variable of this type is used to specify a paral- 
lel operation on a corresponding set of array elements (note 
that the corresponding elements must belong to a dimension 
that was declared as parallel). Like Actus, UC offers an in- 
dexset data type and treats arrays as the primary source of 
specification for parallel operations. However, unlike Actus, 
a UC data declaration does not inherently restrict the extent 
of parallelism that may be exploited to manipulate the data 
object. 
SETL is a very high-level language based on the math- 
ematical properties of sets. A SETL set may have an arbi- 
trary (though finite) number of heterogeneous elements, each 
of which may itself be a set. Pure SETL does not include 
any declarations; in particular it does not indicate how spe- 
cific sets that are used in a program may be implemented 
by traditional data structuring techniques. The set imple- 
mentations may (optionally) be specified separately by the 
programmer or be generated automatically by the compiler. 
To the best of our knowledge, SETL has not been imple- 
mented on parallel architectures. 
C* and CM Fortran are the two high-level languages that 
may currently be used to program the Connection Machine. 
C* is a data parallel language derived from C++. It uses 
the class concept from C++ to define a data type called do- 
main. A domain type is a C struct (or record) and a collec- 
tion of functions and statements that operate on the record. 
A domain type may have many instances, with each instance 
mapped onto a unique data processors. From an operational 
viewpoint, a domain type describes the structure of the lo- 
cal memory of a set of data processor; and domain functions 
describe the statements executed by it. The specification 
of parallelism in a C* program is thus statically linked to 
the declaration of data structures and their implementation 
on the Connection Machine. C* was also designed to be 
compatible with C. As a result it tries to support all fea- 
tures of C including the if, goto, and switch statements. The 
implementation of some of these statements within the syn- 
chronous execution model of c*,  leads to a complex model of 
program control flow. CM Fortran[l3] is a CM implementa- 
tion of Fortran-77 extended with the array handling features 
of Fortran 8x. CM Fortran also provides a set of compiler 
directives to allow a programmer to alter the mapping of ar- 
rays on the CM memory. In general, a UC program is more 
concise than an equivalent program written in CM Fortran. 
3 Language Features 
UC is a simple enhancement of C: it adds a data type - 
index-set, a operator - reduction, and four constructs par, 
oneof, seq and solve to express dependencies among state- 
ments. UC imposes a few restrictions on C. It disallows goto 
statements and allows C pointers to be used only to pass an 
array (or an array slice) as an argument to a function. 
3.1 Index Sets 
An index set is a constant data item that represents an or- 
dered set of integers, each of which must be a constant ex- 
pression. The syntax for declaring index sets is as follows: 
index-set ---f iiidex-set list ; 
list + def [, list]* 
d e f  
I decl I ,  list]* 
+ id  : id = { const .. const } 
I 
I i d :  i d  = id  
decl -+ i d  : id  
i d :  id  = { const [, const]* ) 
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where const  is a constant numeric expression, and id  is any 
valid C identifiers. 
The following fragment declares three index sets: 
index-set I : i  = {O..N-11, idx2:j  = (4,2,9>, 
.K:k = i dx l ;  
The declaration of an index set uses two identifiers. The 
first identifier (eg. r )  refers to the index set and the second 
(eg. i) to an arbitrary element of the set. In the preceding 
example, index sets Iand  K each contain N elements, from 0 
to N-1 (assume that N has previously been declared to be a 
constant data item), while i d s 2  contain the 3 elements listed 
explicitly. In the remainder of this paper, we use upper-case 
identifiers to refer to an index set and the corresponding 
lower-case identifier to refer to an arbitrary element of the 
set. 
3.2 Reduction 
A reduction operator is used to perform a (commutative and 
associative) binary operation on a set of operands. The syn- 
tax of a reduction expression is as follows: 
red-exp + $bin-op ( i dxs  sc-exp)  
se-exp -t ; exp 
1 [;] exp-list 
exp-list -+ se-exp [sc-exp]* [others exp] 
se-exp -t st ( p r e d )  exp 
idxs  is a list of index sets, pred and exp are C or UC expres- 
sions, and bin-op denotes the operation to be performed on 
each instance of exp. 
The binary operator bin-op used in a reduction may be 
any one of the following: 
Operator Meaning Identity Value ~- 
addition 0 
logical and 1 
maximum -1NF 
multiplication 1 
logical or 0 
minimum INF 
logical exclusive or 0 
value of an arbitrary 
operand INF 
INF is a predefined constant. The identity value is re- 
turned when the reduction operator is applied to an empty 
set of operands. 
If a reduction contains at most one sc-exp (predicate to- 
gether with an expression), it is referred to as a sim.pZe re- 
duction. A simple reduction is computed as follows: the 
predicate is evaluated for every element in the index set; the 
elements for which it evaluates to true are said to be enabled. 
All elements are enabled, if the se-exp does not contain a 
predicate. The expression in the sc-ezp is then evaluated 
synchronously for all enabled index elements and the bin-op 
is applied to the corresponding expressions. If i dxs  contains 
1)) i ) ;  
index-set I : i  = (0. .9>, J : j  = I ;  
i n t  s ,  min, f i r s t ,  a rb ,  l a s t ,  a[NI; 
f l o a t  avg; 
Figure 1: Reduction in UC 
more than one index set, the elements are selected from the 
Cartesian product of the index sets named in the list. 
As a simple example, consider the code fragment in fig- 
ure 1. In this example, s computes the sum of all elements 
in index set I and avg computes the average value of the 
elements. The other reductions in this example use array 
elements as operands: min computes the minimum value in 
array a ;  first computes the index of the leftmost occurrence 
of min and arb uses the $, operator to return the position of 
any occurrence of the minimum. The predicate ( a [ i ] = = m i n )  
is used in the computation of first and a r b  to select a sub- 
set of I tha t  consists of the positions of all occurrences of the 
minimum value in array a .  Finally, last computes the posi- 
tion of the rightmost occurrence of the m a x i m u m  value by 
using a nested reduction, where the inner reduction ($>(J;  
11)) computes the maximum value in the array. 
A reduction with more than one sc-exp is evaluated by 
evaluating the set of simple reductions, one for each se-exp, 
and applying the specified binary operator to the results. If 
an se-exp contains the keyword others, the corresponding 
expression is evaluated (and included in the reduction) for 
all index elements that were not enabled for any of the other 
se-exp in the reduction. For instance, the following fragment 
computes the sum of the absolute values of the elements in 
array a .  
abs-sum = $+ ( I  s t  (a[i]>O) a [ i l  
o thers  - a [ i l )  ; 
For reductions with multiple se-blocks, the order in which 
the constituent simple reductions are evaluated is not speci- 
fied by the language (this is for compatibility with C which 
does not specify the order of evaluation of operands in any 
expression). Further, if an index element is enabled for more 
than one se-exp, each one of the corresponding expressions 
is included in the computation of the reduction. 
3.3 Control Flow in UC 
The dependencies among statements in a UC program may 
be expressed by the following UC constructs: p a r  for parallel 
execution, seg for sequential execution, solve for fixed-point 
computation and o n e o f f o r  non-deterministic selection. The 
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syntax for each of the preceding constructs is identical (ex- 
cept for the use of different keywords) and is shown below: 
sc-stmt + [*]sc-op ( ih ) stmts 
stmts + stmt 
sc-block -+ s t  (pred) stmt 
sc-op 
where ih is a list of index sets, pred is a C expression that 
may include UC reductions, and stmt is any UC or C state- 
ment excluding the goto statement. Except for the solve 
statement, if any sc-op is preceded by a *, the correspond- 
ing sc-stmt is executed iteratively as long as at least one pred 
evaluates to true. The keyword par denotes parallel execu- 
tion of the constituent statements, seq denotes sequential ex- 
ecution, solve represents fixed-point computation and oneof 
denotes non-deterministic selection. Each of the statements 
is discussed in the following sections. 
1 sc-block [sc-block]* [others stmt] 
-+ par I seq I solve 1 oneof 
3.4 Parallel Computation 
A par statement is typically used to execute a parallel as- 
signment for a set of array elements. The set is specified 
by the index set together with an optional boolean expres- 
sion. As a simple example of the par statement, consider 
the following code fragment which computes array c,,,,, as 
the product of a,,,,, and b,,,,,. Index sets I, J and K in the 
example are assumed to consist of integers from 0 to N-1. 
The par statement causes all elements of array c to be com- 
puted in parallel. Each element of c, say c [ d b ] ,  is computed 
by using a reduction to calculate the dot product of the z t h  
row of a and the j t h  column of b. 
The preceding program implicitly specifies an O ( N 3 )  level 
of parallelism: N* instances of the assignment statement are 
executed simultaneously, each of which requires Nprocessors 
to compute the reduction. 
A par statement may also use a predicate to select a 
subset of the elements from the index set. The predicate 
is used to determine the subset of enabled index elements 
(recall that an index element is enabled if on substituting its 
value in the predicate, the predicate evaluates to true) and 
the statement is executed in parallel for all enabled elements. 
The following fragment computes the reciprocal of non-zero 
elements in array a.  
par (I) 
st (a[il!=O) a[i] = l.o/a[il; 
Similar to a reduction, a par statement with a single 
sc-block (a boolean predicate together with its statement) is 
referred to as a simple statement. A par statement with mul- 
tiple sc-blocks is executed as a set of simple par statements, 
each of which is executed synchronously for the enabled in- 
dex elements, The following fragment sets the odd elements 
of a to 0 and others to 1. 
par (I) 
st (i%2==1) a[il = 0; 
others a[i] = 1; 
The execution order for different sc-blocks of a par state- 
ment is not specified by the language. The statement should 
be decomposed into a sequence of simple par statements to 
enforce a specific order. 
If a par statement contains a sequence of statements, each 
statement in the sequence is executed synchronously for the 
enabled index elements. The next example sorts integers 
stored in an array using ranksort(41. For simplicity, we as- 
sume that all integers in the array are distinct. In the first 
statement, the rank of the ith element is computed by count- 
ing the number of values that are smaller than ai. The second 
statement synchronously stores each a; in its final position 
to yield the sorted array. 
par (I) 
{ int rank; 
rank = $+(J st (a[j]<a[i]) 1); 
a[rankl = a[il; 
1 
If a par statement is preceded by an asterisk, the state- 
ment is executed iteratively, until no index element is en- 
abled. We use the *par statement to compute the prefix 
sums of elements in an array. Given array a ,  the prefix sum 
for the ith element is given by psum[i]=a[O]+ .. . + U[;]. Fig- 
ure 2 is a UC program fragment that computes the prefix 
sums for N elements in log(N)  iterations using N proces- 
sors. The first par statement initializes the arrays and the 
second par statement computes the prefix sums iteratively. 
The function power2 returns 2' when invoked with parame- 
ter i. In the kth iteration of the par statement ( k  2 0), a[d 
is incremented by ~ [ i - 2 ~ ] .  The predicate in the statement 
ensures that the kth iteration is executed only for i 2 2k. 
index-set 1:i {O..N-l>; 
int a [NI , cnt [NI ; 
par (I) 
{ a[i]=i; 
1 
*par (I) st (i >= power2(cnt [il ) ) 
cnt[il=o; 
{ a[i]=a[il+a[i-power2(cnt[il)l; 
> 
cnt Cil =cnt Cil+1; 
Figure 2: Iterative par statement 
Each variable in a par statement may be assigned at 
most one value. If multiple values are assigned to a single 
variable, they must be identical. Consider the following ille- 
gal program which incorrectly assigns b[O] . . . b[N-I] to every 
4 4 .  
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index-set I:i = CO..N-l), J:j = I; 
int a[N], b[Nl; 
par (1.J) 
aril = b[j]; 
If the intent of the preceding program was to assign any 
one of the values in array b to each element in a,  the non- 
determinism must be specified explicitly by using the $, op- 
erator. 
If par statements are nested, an ambiguity may arise with 
respect to the binding of an sc-block. This problem is similar 
to the problem of a dangling else clause that may arise in 
C. The solution is the same as that adopted by C for the 
dangling else problem: by default, the sc-block will be bound 
to the innermost par statement. Braces may be used to force 
a different binding. 
A given index set may be reused in a nested UC state- 
ment. In such situations, the inner use of the index set hides 
the outer one in a manner analogous to redeclaration of a C 
variable in an inner scope. Consider the following example: 
index-set 1:i = CO..9); 
int aC101; 
par (1) 
st (i%2==0) aCi1 = $+(I; i); 
The even numbered elements of array a are assigned the sum 
of the first 9 integers . The predicate restricting the index 
set in the par statement is not visible within the reduction 
due to the reuse of index set I. 
3.5 Sequential Execution 
The seq operator allows iterative execution of a statement 
for each element in an index set, where the elements are 
chosen in the order that they appear in the definition of 
the index set. The seq statement may also be interpreted 
as a counting loop where the index set together with the 
predicate (if any) determines the successive values of the loop 
control variable. The code fragment in figure 3 computes 
the partial sums of figure 2 by using a seq statement nested 
within a par. The par statement first initializes array a and 
then executes the seq statement, in parallel, for every index 
element in I. For a given i, the seq statement is executed 
sequentially for each j in 0 5 j 5 LZog(i)J +l; furthermore, 
the addition operation is executed simultaneously for every 
(enabled) element. 
Figure 4 describes a complete UC program that computes 
the all pairs shortest path using an algorithm with O ( N Z )  
parallelism. The first par statement initializes array d such 
that d[i][ i]  is 0 and for i#j, d[i]b] is assigned an integer value 
randomly distributed in the range 1 to N. The seq statement 
causes the nested par statement to be executed N times, for 
increasing values of k in the range O..N-1. For a given k, the 
par statement simultaneously updates d [ i ] [ j ]  for every i and 
j. For a given i and j ,  d[i][33 is updated if the distance from 
i to j via k is less than the current distance from i to j .  It 
follows, that when k=N-1, d[i]b] must contain the shortest 
path in the graph from node i to node j .  
index-set 1:i = {O..N-13, J:j = {O..LOGN-l}; 
int a[Nl ; 
par (1) 
{ a[il=i; 
seq (J) st (i-powerz(j) >= 0) 
aCil = a[i]+aCi-power2(j)] ; 
} 
Figure 3: Partial sums with seq 
index-set 1:i 
int d[Nl [NI ; 
par (I, J) st 
dCi1 Cjl 
others 
dCil Cjl 
= {O..N-11, J:j = I, K:k = I; 
(i==j) 
= 0; 
= rand()%N + 1; 
Figure 4: Shortest path: O ( N 2 )  Parallelism 
The preceding program executes the par statement N 
times even though all shortest paths may have been found for 
a smaller value of IC. For instance, in a degenerate case, the 
original distance matrix itself may contain the shortest path 
for all node pairs. For such configurations, a *par statement 
may be used such that execution is continued only if the 
distance between some node pair is updated in a particular 
iteration. 
Figure 5 computes the all pair shortest path using an al- 
gorithm with O ( N 3 )  parallelism. The initialization code has 
been omitted as it is identical tothat inthe preceding exam- 
ple. In this algorithm, the seq statement causes the nested 
par statement to be executed Zog(N) times. In each execu- 
tion, the par statement uses a reduction to compute the cur- 
rent shortest path between every pair of nodes. For a given i 
and j ,  the shortest path is computed by first calculating the 
distance from i to j through each one of the k intermediate 
nodes, and then taking the minimum of all distances. If the 
graph has N nodes, the preceding algorithm must necessar- 
ily compute all shortest paths in at most Zog(N) iterations. 
3.6 Fixed-point Computation 
A number of scientific and other problems may be solved by 
finding the solution to a set of equations. UC provides a 
primitive called solve which may be used to write programs 
that essentially solve a set of proper equations[4]. Like a 
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index-set I : i  = { O . . N - 1 3 ,  J : j  = I ,  K:k = I;  
index-set L : l  = {O..LOGN-l); 
i n t  d[N] [NI ; /* i n i t i a l i z e d  appropriately */ 
seq (L) 
par (1 ,J)  
d[i]  [jl = $ < ( K ;  d[ i l  Ckl+d[kl [ j ] ) ;  
Figure 5: Shortest path: O ( N 3 )  Parallelism 
proper set of equatiens, a proper set of assignments must 
satisfy the following properties: 
0 the value of a variable (by a variable we mean a prim- 
itive data object) may be modified by at most one as- 
signment; 
0 for variables whose value is both modified and accessed 
in the set of statements, there must exist an ordering 
such that the statement that modifies the value ap- 
pears before any statement that accesses the values. 
The wavefront problem[l] illustrates the simplifications pro- 
vided by the solve primitive. The problem is to build a 
matrix with the following properties: 
u[O,j]=l, a[i,O]=l, Vi ,  j and 
a [ i,j = a [ i- 1 ,j] + a [ i- 1 ,f 11 + a  [ 2,j- 11; vi, j >o 
The specification clearly satisfies the requirements for a set 
of equations to be proper. The above specification is directly 
transformed into the following UC program using solve: 
index-set I : i  = { O . . N - l > ,  J : j  = I ,  K:k = I ;  
i n t  a[Nl [NI ; 
solve (I ,  J) 
a[il [ j l  = (i==ol Ij==o) ? 1 
: aCi-11 CjI+aCi-11 Cj-~l+aCil  [j-11; 
The keyword solve indicates that the specified set of assign- 
ment statements constitute a proper set. It is the compiler’s 
responsibility to execute the statements in the order of their 
dependency. The solve construct is implemented via source 
level program transformations. If the array references within 
a solve statement only use constants and index elements, 
then the statement can be translated into an equivalent UC 
program that use seq and par statements to execute the 
assignments in the order of their dependencies[l4]. In the 
more general (though less efficient) method, the solve block 
is implemented as a *par statement. Each variable whose 
1-value is referenced in the solve statement, is assigned an 
’impossible’ value outside the *par. The assignment state- 
ments are then tested repeatedly within the *par statement, 
and a particular assignment is executed only if it has not 
previously been executed and if every variable on its right 
hand side has a well-defined value. The *par terminates if 
no variable is modified in a particular iteration. 
Like the other UC constructs, solve may also be prefixed 
by an asterisk to specify repeated execution. However, the 
statements in a *solve block are not required to be ‘single 
assignment’ statements. A *solve statement is executed re- 
peatedly until the computation reaches a fixed-point. In 
other words, execution halts only when continued execution 
of the statements within the *solve will not modify the value 
of any variable referenced within the statement. This con- 
struct is useful for writing programs without explicitly spec- 
ifying the termination condition. Using *solve, the program 
to compute the all-pairs shortest path is as follows: 
index-set I : i  = { O . . N ) ,  J : j  = I ,  K:k = I;  
i n t  d i s t  [NI [NI ; 
*solve (1,J)  
/* i n i t i a l i z e d  appropriately */ 
d i s t [ i ]  [j] = $<(K; distCi1 [k]+dist[kl [ j ] ) ;  
The fixed-point for a *solve statement may be detected 
by translating it into an equivalent *par. Every variable 
whose 1-value is referenced in the statement is copied into a 
temporary variable prior to being modified. The temporary 
variables are used to set up the predicate such that the *par 
statement terminates only when no variable is modified in a 
specific iteration. 
A *solve statement may directly be refined by the pro- 
grammer as a *par statement. However, when using *par, 
the fixed-point must be explicitly coded in the predicate and 
any required saving of intermediate states be done by the 
programmer. As this is done implicitly in the *solve con- 
struct, the latter yields concise programs that may be devel- 
oped rapidly. Of course, the use of *par is more efficient than 
*solve as the programmer need not save redundant interme- 
diate states that might be saved by the compiler to detect 
the fixed-point. 
3.7 Non-deterministic Choice 
The oneof construct is used to execute a statement for a sub- 
set of the enabled index elements. Consider a oneof state- 
ment with multiple sc-blocks (recall that a sc-block consists 
of a predicate and statement). An sc-block with a predi- 
cate bi is said to be enabled, if at least one index element 
is enabled for b,. If a oneof statement contains at most one 
enabled sc-block, its semantics are exactly the semantics of a 
corresponding par statement, i.e. the statement is executed 
for the set of enabled index elements (if any). However, in 
a oneof statement with multiple enabled sc-blocks, any (and 
only) one of the enabled sc-blocks is executed. If a oneof 
statement is preceded by a *, the statement is executed iter- 
atively as long as at least one sc-block is enabled. The oneof 
statement does not assume a fair scheduler. In particular, 
even if some sc-block is enabled infinitely often, it may never 
be executed. 
The following example illustrates the use of the *oneof 
statement in sorting an array of integers using the odd-even 
transposition sort. Assume that swap is defined to appro- 
priately exchange the values of its parameters. 
i n t  x[N] ; /* i n i t i a l i z e d  appropriately */ 
index-set I : i  = {O..N-l); 
*oneof (I) 
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st (i%2==0 && x [ i l > x [ i + l l )  swap(xCi1, x[ i+1]);  
st ( i%2 ! =O && x [il >x Ci+1] ) swap (x Cil , x Ci+l]) ; 
they may be manipulated in parallel. The default mapping 
generated by the compiler stores corresponding elements of 
In the preceding fragment, the first (second) sc-block is 
enabled if any of the even (odd) elements in the array is not 
sorted relative to its right neighbor. Execution of a sc-block 
causes the corresponding odd or even numbered elements 
that are out of order to be swapped with their neighbor. 
The statement terminates only when no sc-block is enabled, 
in other words, when the array is sorted. 
4 Optimizations 
UC optimizations are classified into three groups: code opti- 
mizations, processor optimizations and communication cost 
optimizations. Code optimizations attempt to reduce the 
computation time of a program for a given data and pro- 
cessor configuration. These optimizations include the stan- 
dard ‘peep-hole’ compiler optimizations like common sub- 
expression detection, constant folding, and replacing remote 
read operations by remote write operations, where possi- 
ble. Processor optimizations attempt to deduce the optimal 
number of CM virtual processors needed to execute a UC 
program[l2]. This optimization may improve the execution 
time of a program either by reducing the number of virtual 
processors needed to execute a program or by reducing the 
number of activations for different processor sets. For in- 
stance, consider the following fragment that computes the 
number of occurrences of each digit from 0..9 in an array 
samples: 
i n t  samples [NI ; 
i n t  count E91 ; 
index-set I : i  = {O..N-l), J : j  = {0..9); 
par (J) 
countCj1 = $+(I st (samples[il==j) 1) 
A simplistic implementation of the preceding fragment would 
use 10*N processors: 10 processors to simultaneously execute 
the par statement for each j and N processors for each re- 
duction to compute a given count[jl. However, the predicate 
used in the reduction may be analyzed at compile-time to 
deduce that each value in array samples can affect the value 
of at most one element of array count. Tis implies that the 
reduction may be performed simultaneously for all values of 
j and may be implemented with N processors. 
Communication cost optimizations improve execution ef- 
ficiency by changing data mappings of a program such that 
remote references of data are either minimized or executed 
efficiently. Of the three types of optimizations discussed in 
this paper, this optimization has the most significant impact 
on the execution efficiency of a program. 
Given a UC program, the compiler generates default map- 
pings for the program data. Arrays are the primary data 
structures in a UC program. Arrays that are referenced 
within parallel UC constructs are automatically mapped by 
the compiler on the Connection Machine memory so that 
conforming arrays on the local memory of a common pro- 
cessor. Thus, if a program uses two arrays qn and bl,n, the 
arrays will be stored by the compiler such that, for every i, 
the i th elements of the two arrays are stored on a common 
memory. This ensures that statements like a[z]=b[i] will be 
executed as local assignments. However, this may not be 
the most efficient mapping for some application. Consider, 
for instance, the execution of a statement like a[z]=b[i+l]. 
For this operations, communication costs will be minimized 
if the two arrays are mapped such that the ith element of a 
is on the same processor as the (i + l ) th  element of array b. 
Many other examples exist, where the default mappings will 
be sub-optimal. 
UC provides a section called the map section which is 
used to override the default mappings generated by the com- 
piler. The mappings do not directly alter the logic of the pro- 
gram. A programmer may initially develop a program that 
ignores the mapping concerns, and subsequently modify the 
mappings to improve the program efficiency. As these modi- 
fications do not affect program correctness, and only require 
a declarative specification, a number of alternative mappings 
may be tested quickly. 
Three basic classes of mappings are currently defined for 
UC: permute,  fold and copy. Permute mappings are used to 
reorder the elements of an array, say a l ,  relative to another 
array a2 so that corresponding elements of a 1  and a2 that are 
accessed in a single statement are stored locally. Arrays a 1  
and a2 need not have the same shape or size. Fold mappings 
allow part of an array to be folded over so that corresponding 
elements of the same array that are accessed together can be 
stored locally. Finally copy mappings allow an array to be 
replicated along an extra dimension to reduce the need for 
broadcasts. The following fragment illustrates the use of a 
permute mapping to alter the default mapping for arrays a 
and b considered in the preceding example. 
map ( I )  
{ permute (1) 
> 
b[ i+ l l  :- a [ i l ;  
The syntax used for specification of the mappings is sim- 
ilar to that of other UC constructs. The keyword permute 
indicates the type of mapping and arrays b and a respectively 
refer to the source and target data structures for the map- 
ping. In this example, the map section modifies the mapping 
of b with respect to a to ensure that the ( i  + element of 
b will be mapped on the same processor as the i th  element of 
a. Given the map section for a program, the UC optimizer 
executes a source-to-source transformation on the program 
so that index expressions are updated to reflect the modified 
data allocation of array b. For the preceding mapping, the 
source transformations will subtract 1 from every subscript 
expression for array b. Thus an assignment statement like 
a [  21=a [ i] + b [ is11 is transformed into a [ i] = a[z]+ b [ 2-l+l] and 
simplified to a [ i ] = a [ d + b [ i ]  which can then be executed as a 
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local operation. A complete description of the mappings to- 
gether with experimental measurements to demonstrate their 
utility in improving the execution time of programs may be 
found in [2]. The execution efficiency of some programs was 
improved by a factor if 10, simply by specifying an efficient 
mapping for the program data. 
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5 Implement at ion 
A prototype implementation of UC is operational on the 
Connection Machine. Other than the solve primitive, all UC 
constructs described in this paper are supported. The UC 
compiler generates C* target code which can then be com- 
piled and executed using the C* compiler. Currently, the 
UC compiler is being rewritten to directly generate C-Paris 
(Connection Machine assembly language) code. 
A restricted set of experiments were executed to mea- 
sure the efficiency of the UC implementation with respect 
to C*. Both numerical computations and graph algorithms 
were used as benchmarks and the results were similar. Fig- 
ures 6 and 7 present the measurements for the shortest path 
problemusing O ( N Z )  and O ( N 3 )  algorithms for both UC and 
C*. The measurements show that the performance of UC 
programs matches that of C*. The UC programs for these 
problems were described in section 3.5; the corresponding 
C* programs are included in the Appendix. In particular, 
note that a C* program must explicitly and statically spec- 
ify the maximum extent of parallelism that exists in the pro- 
gram. This implies that in going from the O ( N * )  algorithm 
to the O ( N 3 )  algorithm, the programmer must explicitly de- 
clare a 3-dimensional array to permit parallel evaluation of 
the shortest path via all intermediate nodes. The automatic 
store management performed by the UC compiler allows this 
to be omitted in the UC program. As a result, the two C* 
programs differ significantly from each other, but the corre- 
sponding UC programs are similar. 
We also present the measurements for the execution of an 
iterative algorithm to compute the shortest distance of every 
point in a grid to a specific destination, referred to as the goal 
(G). Each cell in the grid is assumed to be connected to its 
four neighbors in the East, West, North and South directions 
by an edge whose weight is 1. (The cells on the boundary 
will have less than four neighbors). Every cell is initialized 
to be at a distance 0 from G. The shortest path is computed 
by using the following iterative algorithm: in each iteration, 
every cell (except G) inspects the distance of each of its four 
neighbors to G, and selects the minimum distance. It adds 1 
to this value and stores the result as its current shortest path 
to the goal. This computation may be expressed concisely 
with the *par construct of UC. An additional complexity was 
introduced in the problem by adding 'obstacles'. If a certain 
cell is part of an obstacle, it is assumed to be disconnected 
from its neighbors. If such a cell was initially on some short- 
est path, the path must now be recomputed to bypass the 
obstacle. The obstacles may also be moved dynamically in 
a random manner to simulate a dynamic graph. The UC 
program for this problem with a stationary obstacle is pre- 
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in figure 11. The execution time for the program for both se- 
quential and parallel executions is presented in figure 8. The 
C program was executed on a SUN 4 workstation (which is 
also used as the front end for the CM) and the parallel code 
on a 16K CM. The figure also includes measurements for an 
optimized sequential program, which was optimized by using 
the -0 option in the C compiler. Experiments are in progress 
to study the performance of UC programs for CFD applica- 
tions as well as numerical computations involving SVD and 
Jacobi diagonalization[3]. 
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A Programs 
#def ine  N 32 
domain PATH { 
)path [NI [NI ; 
i n t  i ,  j ,  k, l e n ;  
void PATH : : i n i t ( )  { 
i n t  o f f s e t  = ( t h i s -  &path CO1 CO]); 
i = o f f s e t  / N; 
j = o f f s e t  % N; 
l e n  = rand () % (N*N) ; 
1 
void  main() { 
i n t  k ;  
i n t  (1 
f o r  (k=O; k<N; k++) 
[domain PATH] . { 
len <?=path[i] [k] . l e n  + pathckl [jl . l e n ;  
1 
Figure 9: Shortest path in C* : O ( N * )  Parallelism 
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# d e f i n e  N 32 
# d e f i n e  LOCN 5 
domain PATH { 
)pa th  [NI [NI ; 
i n t  i, j ,  k ,  l e n ;  
domain XMED 1 
lxmed [NI [NI [NI ; 
i n t  i, j .  k ;  
vo id  PATH : : i n i t ( )  
i n t  o f f s e t  = (t 
i = o f f s e t / N ;  
j = offse t%N;  
c 
is- &pa 
l e n  = randO%(N*N); 
l 
v o i d  XMED : : i n i t 0  
i n t  Offset = ( t h i s -  &xmed[Ol CO1 CO]) ; 
k = (of fse t /N) /N;  
j = (offset /N)%N; 
i = offsetxhl ;  
l 
v o i d  main()  { 
[domain PATH] . i n i t  (1 ; } 
[domain XMED] . 
i n t  c n t ;  
i n i t  (1 
f o r  (cnt=O; cnt<N; cn t++)  
pa th[ i ]  [j] . l e n  <?= ( p a t h r i ]  [k] . l e n  
+ path[k] [jl . l e d  ; 
l 
l 
i n i t 0  { 
p a r  (I, J >  
st (i+j==N-1 && ABS(i-N/2)<=N/4) 
a[il [j] = WALL; 
o t h e r s  a[i] [jl = GOAL+1; 
a101 E01 = GOAL; 
l 
Figure 11: UC Program for shortest path with obstacles 
Figure 10: Shortest path in C* : O ( N 3 )  Parallelism 
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